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Order parameter and current-phase relation in Josephson junctions composed
of g¿s-wave superconductors
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Based on the analyses of bulk sensitive experimental data on penetration depths, Raman spectra, electron
photoemission spectra, etc., G. M. Zhao concluded in a recent paper@Phys. Rev. B64, 024503~2001!# that the
symmetry of high-Tc superconductors belongs to theg1s-wave type. To explore the common and uncommon
features of theg1s-wave pairing state with respect to thed-wave pairing state, both superconductor-insulator-
superconductor junction and superconductor-normal metal-superconductor junction have been studied self-
consistently in this paper using the quasiclassical theory. The current phase relation forg1s-wave supercon-
ductors D(s,u)5D0(s1cos 4u) is investigated systematically as functions ofs-wave component, crystal
orientation angleb, as well as roughnessr of the interface layer. Our results show that there exists a critical
bC for a givens andr so that the current phase relation approaches asymptotically toI (w)5I Csin(2w) from
I (w)5I Csin(w) asb→bC . The order parameter andbC-s relation are calculated self-consistently as interface
roughness varies. Our results are compared with their counterparts in Josephson junctions with thed-wave
pairing state obtained using a similar method.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.184516 PACS number~s!: 74.20.Rp, 74.50.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

The superconducting state is a macroscopic phase co
ent state which is characterized by an order parameter;
determination of the order parameter symmetry is of v
importance for clarifying the superconducting mechanis
Since the discovery of high-Tc superconductors in 1986,1,2 a
large amount of experimental data have been accumul
and analyzed which greatly improved our understanding
properties of both normal as well as superconducting sta
A predominantd-wave pairing symmetry has been demo
strated through the scanning superconducting quantum in
ference device~SQUID! microscope in the phase sensitiv
tricrystals3–6 and the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of corn
junctions betweens-wave and high-Tc superconductors.7,8

Direct measurement of the current phase relation~CPR! has
also been carried out by Il’ichev and co-workers9–11 for the
in-plane junctions between two high-Tc superconductors
significantp periodicity was observed at the crystal orien
tion angle bC545°. However,c-axis Josephson junction
involving both conventional superconductor~Pb! and high-
Tc superconductors12–14consistently show that Shapiro ste
take place only at the multiples ofV5h f /2e. These results
indicate that a sizeables-wave component exists in high-Tc
superconductors. Meanwhile, comprehensive theoretica
vestigations reveal that spin fluctuation near antiferrom
netic instability plays an important role.15,16 Not only can
many anomalous properties in the normal state be expla
within the spin-fluctuation mechanism, it also predicts t
d-wave pairing state as the candidate for the superconduc
state. The symmetry of the pairing states also has di
manifestation on the Josephson effect; the CPR relation t
approximately the sin 2w pattern if a Josephson junction
made betweens-wave andd-wave superconductors along th
c axis.17–19 The same behavior was shown also for the
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plane junction between twod-wave superconductors rotate
with each other by 45°.20–22 One of the interesting feature
predicted theoretically23 for the anisotropicd-wave pairing
state is the zero-energy state. It results from the phase ch
along the quasiparticle trajectory in the vicinity of surfac
or interfaces and accompanied depletion of the order par
eter; the well structures of order parameter enables the
mation of the bound state near the Fermi energy. The z
energy bound states23–25 can greatly enhance the critica
current at low temperature and induces a sign change in
critical current.

The experimental techniques in measuring the order
rameter symmetry can be generally classified into two typ
i.e., the bulk sensitive and surface sensitive probes. Un
the conventional isotropic superconductors, where surf
does not play a significant role, the electronic structures
anisotropic superconductors can be very different from
bulk and surface pair breaking effect can be dramatic. T
the bulk sensitive and surface sensitive measurements
some times reveal contradictory conclusion concerning
paring state symmetry. To reconcile such discrepancy, s
eral proposals have been made recently regarding the Jos
son effect in junctions involving high-Tc superconductors
Kuboki and Sigrist26 and Sigrist27 found that as-wave com-
ponent arises if local time-reversal symmetry is broken n
interface ind-wave superconductors, but the effect vanish
when the relativea-axis’s angle approaches 45°. A simila
Ginzburg-Landau formalism by Ren, Xu, and Ting28,29found
that a smalls-wave component near a surface is alwa
locked in phase withd-wave component to form a real com
bination. The existence of the broken time-reversal symm
try states requires a phase change in the order param
along the quasiparticle trajectory;30,31 it may happen solely
for the in-plane junction and not for thec-axis junction.
However, the broken time-reversal symmetry state was
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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observed up to now in the scanning SQUID microscope
tricrystal samples.6 In addition, the usual Shapiro stepsV
5nh f/2e in c-axis Josephson junctions also invoked oth
proposals as well, such as the deformation of the Fermi
face in the Pb,32 transformation ofd-wave pairing state into
s-wave pairing state due to surface scattering, etc.33,34

Very recently, G. M. Zhao wrote a comprehensive pape35

on the identification of the order parameter symmetry
high-Tc superconductors and proposed theg1s wave as the
most probable candidate. His conclusion is based on
analyses on a variety of experimental measurements on
bulk sensitive properties, such as thermal conductiv
angle-resolved photoemission~since coherent length is ver
small!, Raman spectra, specific heat, penetration depth,
Knight shift, etc. The model calculations withg1s-wave
order parameterD(s,u)5D0(s1cos 4u) not only gives ex-
cellent fittings to the above experimental data, but also gi
an excellent explanation to the electronic tunneling spectr
single tunneling breaking junctions. The comparison with
experimental data yieldD0517.75 meV ands50.46 for the
slightly overdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y (Tc590 K),35 D0
524.5 meV and s50.225 for the slightly overdoped
YBa2Cu3O72x ,35 and D058.1 meV ands50.53 for the
nearly optimally doped La22xSrxCuO4.35 The bulk sensitive
measurement data are supposed to reflect the intrinsic n
of these high-Tc superconductors and avoid the surface c
tamination or degradation which can appear in surface s
sitive experiments. However, the important issue regard
to the explanation of the scanning SQUID microscope
phase sensitive tricrystals3–6 is not convincingly presented
and is attributed to the possible surface effect. Though
still an open question concerning the relevance ofg1s-wave
pairing state to the high-Tc cuprates,g1s-wave symmetry
was also recently proposed as a candidate in the boroca
superconductor.36

To explore the possible surface impact on the order
rameter as well as on the phase sensitive tricry
measurement,3–6 the surface pair breaking effect has to
calculated self-consistently in order to check whether the
der parameter at the surface is fundamentally different fr
the bulk and whether the order parameter forms a poten
well structure for a certain quasiparticle trajectory. Thus
have studied in this paper the self-consistent order-param
profile and the CPR relation for the in-plane Josephson ju
tion between twog1s-wave superconductors. Althoug
high-Tc superconductors are strongly correlated electro
systems,15,16 we will concentrate on the region where hig
Tc superconductors can be treated as a Fermi liquid. O
doped and optimally doped high-Tc superconductors belon
to such a category. A very useful formulation of the Ferm
liquid theory of superconductivity is based on the quasicl
sical transport theory;37,38 it describes slowly varying phe
nomena in space and time with the requirements that o
parameterD is much smaller than the Fermi energyEF and
coherence lengthj05\vF/2pkBTc is much larger than the
Fermi wavelengthkF

21 .39 For high-Tc superconductors,EF

;0.2 eV,40,41 D;0.02 eV, D/EF;0.1, and 1/(j0kF);0.1;
they are still reasonably small although large in compari
with those of conventional superconductors. Since the qu
classical theory is expanded in terms of these small par
18451
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eters, the conclusion drawn from these calculations shoul
qualitatively correct though it may be quantitatively in err
by 10%.

As demonstrated by Tsuei and Kirtley3–6 in the phase sen
sitive tricrystal measurements, a specially designed incli
tion angle u575° can be used to distinguish thed-wave
pairing state from theg-wave pairing state. For the
g1s-wave pairing state, the diagrammatic analysis does
alter the conclusion for a moderates-wave component. Thus
unless the surface scattering fundamentally changes the
metry of the order parameter near surface, the zero frustr
phase at inclination angleu575° can be used as a smokin
gun to pin down the symmetry. To this aim, we have co
puted the order parameter and CPR relation self-consiste
for a Josephson junction composed ofg1s-wave supercon-
ductors in the presence of a rough interface. Our results s
that interface scattering does not change the symmetry o
order parameter, but the ratio between theg-wave and
s-wave components can alter because the anisotropicg-wave
component is more vulnerable to the interface scattering t
the s-wave component. The impact of interface roughne
causes depletion of the order parameter near the inter
and it also reduces the critical tunneling current. The num
cal analysis also shows that there exists a criticalbC for a
given s and r so that the CPR relation approaches asym
totically to I (w)5I Csin(2w) from I (w)5I Csin(w) as b
→bC . The order parameter andbC-s relation are calculated
self-consistently as interface roughness varies. Our res
are compared with previous theoretical studies on Joseph
junctions withd-wave superconductors. For a pured-wave
superconductor, it is well known theoretically thatI (w)
5I csin(2w) occurs atbC5p/4 for the in-plane junction,
while for pureg-wave superconductors, the same behav
takes place atbC5p/8. For a generalg1s-wave supercon-
ductor, bC increases with thes-wave component and ap
proachesb5p/4 if s is large. The depletion of the orde
parameter results in the zero-energy bound state which
be calculated from the retarded Green’s function using
above self-consistently determined order-parameter profi

In Sec. II, we will first briefly describe the formulism o
quasiclassical approach39 as it applies to Josephson pro
lems. In Sec. III, both superconductor-insulato
superconductor~SIS! junction and superconductor–norma
metal–superconductor~SNS! junction are investigated, an
detailed numerical results on the CPR relation are discus
and compared with those obtained for pured-wave supercon-
ductors. The conclusion is given in Sec. IV.

II. QUASICLASSICAL METHOD

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the order parame
and current phase relation in the Josephson junction ca
conveniently computed within the quasiclassical theory. F
the equilibrium state, the superconducting state is descr
by the 232 Matsubara propagatorgM( k̂,RW ;en) in particle-
hole space, which satisfies the transportlike equation39

@ i ent̂32D̂,ĝM~ k̂,RW ;en!#21 i\vFk̂•¹WRW ĝM~ k̂,RW ;en!50
~1a!
6-2
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and normalization condition

@ ĝM~ k̂,RW ;en!#252~p\!2. ~1b!

D̂ and en5kBT(2n11) are the superconducting order p
rameter and the Matsubara frequency,k̂ denotes the trajec
tory of the propagator, andt̂3 is the third Pauli matrix in
particle-hole space. In the bulk superconductor, Eq.~1! forms
a closed set together with the self-consistent equation for
order parameter,

D̂12~ k̂,RW !5
kBT

\ ( 8
n

E dV k̂8
4p

f ~ k̂! f ~ k̂8!ĝ12
M~ k̂8,RW ,en!

3S ln~T/TC!1( 8
n

1

2n11D 21

. ~2!

Here, the prime means a cut off on the frequency summa
and the functionf ( k̂) denotes the orbital wave function o
the Cooper pair. The superconducting current can be ca
lated from

JW5
kBT

R0e\ ( 8
n

E dV k̂

4p
k̂ RegM~ k̂,RW ,en!, ~3!

wheree is the electron charge andR05@2N(EF)e2vF#21 is
the Sharvin resistance.42

The rough interface can be modeled by a strongly s
tered impurity layer38,43which can be formulated mathemat
cally as

@ ĝM~ k̂,j;en!,^ĝM&~j,en!#21
2p i

r
\k'

d

dj
ĝM~ k̂,j;en!50

~4a!

with

^ĝM&~j,en!5E dV k̂

4p
ĝM~ k̂,j;en! ~4b!

denoting the impurity self-energy.k' is the projection of
trajectory along the interface normal,r is the roughness pa
rameter of the interface and is related to the conventio
diffusivity parameterp ~Ref. 44! through the relationp51
24*0

p/2du cosu sin3u exp(2r/cosu) with p(r50)50 stand-
ing for the transparent interface andp(r5`)51 for the
fully diffuse interface.j561/2 corresponds toRW 5RW sur f

601, whereRW sur f is the coordinate of the interface layer.
In this paper, we consider the in-plane SIS and SNS ju

tions depicted in Fig. 1. The Cartesian coordinate is cho
such that theyzplane is within the cross section of the jun
tion and thex axis is along the junction. Two identicalg
1s-wave superconducting single crystals have theirc axes
parallel to thez axis. The crystal axes of the left superco
ductor is fixed withaix and biy (a50°), while the right
superconductor is allowed to rotate along thez axis. We use
b to denote the angle between the crystal axisa of the right
superconductor and coordinate axisx. By studying the Jo-
sephson effect as a function ofb, we seek to find out the
common and uncommon features for theg1s-wave super-
18451
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conductors. For simplicity, we assume a cylindrical Fer
surface for the high-Tc superconductor, we also take th
Fermi momentums and velocities in both superconduc
and normal-metal layer as equal. The width of the norm
metal layer is set tod53.56j0 (j05\vF/2pkBTc). For Jo-
sephson junction problems, the phase difference of the o
parameter between the right and left bulk superconductor
fixed and the order parameter in the bulk is given by

D̂12~ k̂,x!5H D~T! f ~ k̂!exp~w/2!, x@d/2;

D~T! f ~ k̂!exp~2w/2!, x!2d/2.
~5!

f ( k̂)51, A2(k̂a
22 k̂b

2), and A2/(112s2)@s1( k̂a
41 k̂b

4

26k̂a
2k̂b

2)# correspond to the conventionals-wave,
dx22y2-wave, andg1s-wave pairing states, respectively. B
low we will concentrate on the Josephson effect for theg1
s-wave superconductor.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

For the numerical calculation, we choose the reduc
temperatureT50.4Tc . The above set of equations are solv
self-consistently using the iteration scheme for bo
superconductor-insulator-superconductor ~SIS! and
superconductor–normal-metal–superconductor~SNS! junc-
tions, the results are presented below separately for the
cases.

A. Superconductor-insulator-superconductor junction

For the SIS Josephson junction, the insulator layer
mimicked with a strongly scattered impurity layer and ba
rier height is modeled by a roughness parameterr. Two
values for the roughness parameterr51.27 andr52.16 are
considered. Our result suggests that the current-phase
tion for the g1s-wave superconductor depends sensitiv
on the interplay among thes-wave component, roughness o
the insulator layer, and the crystal orientation of the rig
superconductors. For the pureg-wave superconductor,bC
522.5° corresponds to the configuration with maximum
der parameter on the left and the minimum order param
on the right of the junction, thus the second-order terms v

FIG. 1. The schematic diagram for the planar Josephson ju
tion under consideration.a and b refer to the angles between in
terface normal (x axis! and crystala axis ~Cu-Cu bond! of left and
right superconductors, respectively.
6-3
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ish, but the fourth-order terms survive, and the current-ph
relation takes the formI (w)5I csin(2w) as shown in Fig.
2~a!. The roughness parameterr does reduce the magnitud
of the critical superconducting current, but thep periodicity
is not altered. Once a realisticg1s-wave order paramete
D5D0(s1cos 4u)(s50.24) is taken into account, thep pe-
riodicity does still occur, but the criticalbC is a sensitive
function of roughness parameter sinces-wave andg-wave
components respond to roughness in a very different wa
we mentioned in the Introduction. Illustrated in Fig. 2~b! is
the CPR relation fors50.24; the critical angle isbC
524.97° forr51.27 andbC529.28° forr52.16, respec-
tively. In addition, similar mirror configuration exists for th
p periodicity at 90°2bC . The experimental proof forp
periodicity is to check whether the Shapiro step appear
V5hn/4e or the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern takes t
form I max(F)5I cusin(2pF/F0)/(2pF/F0)u. However,p pe-
riodicity for the g1s-wave order parameter is not only
symmetry issue, but also depends on the detailed sam
preparation; it is even more difficult to be observed.

The evolution of the Josephson junction from 2p period-
icity to p periodicity in the neighborhood ofbC is plotted in
Fig. 3; it is seen thatbC is a crossover point which divide
the 0 junction andp junction. Theb range for significantp

FIG. 2. The CPR relation in SIS junctions atbC . ~a! s50; ~b!
s50.24. The solid and dotted lines correspond tor51.27 andr
52.16, respectively.
18451
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periodicity is rather narrow:Db51.26° when the roughnes
parameterr51.27 andDb51.62° whenr52.16. A large
surface roughness reduces theg-wave component more
strongly and makes theg-wave ands-wave components

FIG. 4. ThebC versuss in SIS Josephson junction. The soli
and dotted lines correspond tor51.27 andr52.16, respectively.

FIG. 3. The CPR relation in SIS junctions in the vicinity ofbC

at s50.24. ~a! r51.27. The solid, dotted, and dashed lines cor
spond tob524.39°,bC524.97°, andb525.65°, respectively;~b!
r52.16. The solid, dotted, and dashed lines correspond tob
528.53°,bC529.28°, andb530.15°, respectively.
6-4
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more compatible. In Fig. 4, thebC is shown as a function o
s for two sets of roughness parameters. It is clear thatbC is
a monotonic function of boths and r; bC increases from
22.5° to a angle approaching to 45° ass increases. Thus the
observation of significant fourth-order terms nearb545° is
not only consistent with the dominantd-wave scenario, bu

FIG. 5. The order-parameter profiles in SIS junctions as
50.24. The solid and dotted lines refer tor51.27,bC524.97° and
r52.16, bC529.28°, respectively.

FIG. 6. The CPR relation in SNS junctions atbC . ~a! s50; ~b!
s50.24. The solid, dotted, and dashed lines corresponds tr
50.08, r50.27, andr51.27, respectively.
18451
also consistent with theg1s-wave scenario when thes-wave
component is large. Finally, the order-parameter profiles n
the interface are demonstrated in Fig. 5. The rough insul
has strong pair breaking effect on theg-wave component, bu
has weak influence on thes-wave component. The order
parameter profile shows a pronounced dip in the vicinity
the interface, such dip is responsible for the zero-ene
bound state. Since the order-parameter profile is calcula
self-consistently in our study, the contribution of the zer
energy bound state as well as other bound states are im
itly included in our tunneling current.45

B. Superconductor–normal-metal–superconductor junction

In carrying out the similar calculations on SNS Josephs
junction, we also assume that the interface between the
mal metal and superconductors can be rough. To simplify
calculation, the roughness of the two interfaces is taken to
the same and values ofr50.08,0.27,1.27 are considered. F
the pureg-wave superconductor, thep periodicity occurs at
the same crystal orientation anglebC522.5° and is indepen-
dent of r; this is shown in Fig. 6~a!. The results resemble
that of the SIS junction and are determined solely by
symmetry ofg-wave order parameter, but the overall mag
tude for the same roughness parameter is very much redu
For a realisticg1s-wave pairing state withs50.24, the
CPR relations at criticalbC are given in Fig. 6~b!. The bC

FIG. 7. The CPR relation in SNS junctions in the vicinity ofbC

at s50.24. ~a! r50.08, the solid, dotted, and dashed lines cor
spond tob523.39°,bC523.66°, andb523.96°; ~b! r50.27, the
solid, dotted, dashed lines correspond tob523.99°, bC524.22°,
and b524.48°; ~c! r51.27, the solid, dotted, dashed lines corr
spond tob531.37°,bC531.53°, andb531.68°.
6-5
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depends sensitively on roughnessr, bC523.66° for r
50.08; bC524.22° for r50.27, andbC531.53° for r
51.27, respectively.

In the vicinity of critical crystal orientation anglebC , the
CPR relation changes continuously from 2p periodicity top
periodicity and the angular range for this transition is ev
narrower. The typical CPR relations in this transition ran
are plotted in Fig. 7 for three sets of roughness parame
and three sets of crystal orientation angles. The significanp
periodicity can be observed withinDb50.57° for r50.08,
Db50.49° for r50.27, andDb50.31° for r51.27, re-
spectively. Comparing with those of the SIS junction,Db in
the SNS junction is much smaller. The dependence ofbC
with s is shown in Fig. 8;bC is also a monotonic function o
s and approaches 45° when thes-wave component is com
patible with the g-wave component. The self-consiste
order-parameter profile in the SNS junction is plotted in F
9; the overall feature is quite similar to that of the SIS jun
tion.

From the above results, we found that the rough interf
can suppress the order parameter in its vicinity, but the s
metry of the order parameter is maintained throughout
region if no new pairing channel is introduced near the
terface. In this sense, the phase sensitive tricrystal meas
ment at inclination angleu575° cannot be explained by th
g1s-wave pairing state in the presence of surface scatter
Also the self-consistently determined order parameter s
gests that zero-energy bound states are always possible
certain quasiparticle trajectory due to a potential well crea
by a pair breaking effect; such effect causes a sign chang
the critical current at low temperature since the contribut
of the zero-energy state is then greatly enhanced.

FIG. 8. ThebC versuss in SNS Josephson junction. The soli
dotted, and dashed lines correspond tor50.08, r50.27, andr
51.27, respectively.
o,
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IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied in this paper the Joseph
effect of the planar junction consisting ofg1s-wave super-
conductors. For the pureg-wave pairing state, thep period-
icity can take place at the crystal orientation anglebC
522.5°. This property is solely determined by the pairi
symmetry of theg-wave order parameter. While for the ge
eral g1s-wave pairing state,p periodicity can also appea
under the suitable combination among thes-wave compo-
nent, interface roughness, and crystal orientation angle,
the angular range forp periodicity is rather narrow and
makes the observation technically quite difficult. An intere
ing point of our calculation is that the critical orientatio
anglebC approaches 45° if thes-wave component is com
patible with the g-wave component. Thus the significa
fourth-order terms in CPR measurement observed by Il’ich
and co-workers9–11 is not only consistent with thed-wave,
but also consistent withg1s-wave pairing state. However
our study also shows that surface scattering does not ch
the symmetry of the order parameter in the surface reg
thus it is unable to account for the zero frustrated ph
observed in the phase sensitive tricrystal at inclination an
u575°.
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